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Bridget was an orphan raised by wulvers in a secluded
wilderness temple to be its priestess and guardian, but now
the outside world has found her and her world will be
changed forever. Being suddenly swept up in ancient
prophecies and ancestral blood feuds is bad enough, but
fighting off the desire ignited in her heart by the proud and
arrogant wulver warrior, Griffith, the only man who has ever
defeated her in battle, may prove to be her greatest battle
yet... When you're the son of the wulver pack leader, and
your father isn't about to roll over and show you his belly, life
is tough enough. But when you're the Red Wulver, future King
of the Blood Reign Prophecy, it's hard to know your own
heart, let alone who to trust while trying to be the liberator of
your people. Just as you finally take your fate into your own
hands you've got your father, the pack leader, hot on your
trail and you run headlong into a deadly ancient enemy you
never even knew you had. And in the midst of the chaos you
crash into the aggravating, infuriating and impossibly
beguiling, Bridget, the one obstacle in your path you're not
sure you want to overcome...
Angeline has a confession to make. She’s broken. When she
tells her friends, Heather and Farley, that she’s never been
with a man who could take her body to the places it’s
desperate to go—and alone, her singular pleasure is wholly
unsatisfying—they decide to get her drunk one night to see if
they can solve her problem. But it’s no use. She’s sure
she’s broken, unfixable. Damaged goods. When she passes
out, drunk, car still running in the garage, she doesn’t care if
she ever wakes up again. And then she opens her eyes to
find that Mason, the arrogant, asshat friend of her stepbrother
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has not only seen her at her lowest, he’s humiliated her even
further by restraining her after her drunken, half-hearted
suicide attempt. The handsome, older guy has always been
secretive about his basement lair, and now she knows why.
Mason isn’t just confident, cocky, a self-proclaimed Master of
the Universe—he’s Master of much more than that. Mason is
a Dom. And he’s sure he can prove to her that she’s not
broken. Just… untapped. Troubled and desperate, Angeline
looks at Mason with new eyes, wondering if he really is the
only man who can tap her—so to speak. But he’s her
stepbrother’s best friend, and he’s practically family. He’s
the man who’s seen her at her worst, her absolute lowest.
Can she ever surrender herself to his demands, bend herself
to his will, in order to find a deeper bliss than she’s ever
known in her life? Keywords: Forbidden romance, Fertility
Erotica, Alpha Male, Unprotected Sex, Bareback Romance,
Steamy Romance, Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories,
Impregnation, Breeding, Barely Legal
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and AWARD WINNING
AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER 2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD!
Selena Kitt’s *Power Play*—where those uber-hot alpha
authority figures take full advantage of their status to strike up
all sorts of sexy naughtiness with their subordinates! Kelsey
never dreamed her first job out of college with her bachelor’s
degree in hand would be as a secretary. Still, she’s grateful
to have any job at all, with the economy at a standstill, and
she consoles herself that she is, after all, an “executive”
secretary to one of the most powerful men in the country.
Oliver Pierce turns out to be a harsh taskmaster, and while
her friends wonder how Kelsey got the job at all, with such a
thin resume, Kelsey doesn’t have to wonder. It becomes
quite clear very quickly that her lack of experience is exactly
what Oliver Pierce was looking for, and she finds herself
utterly seduced, happy to be his perfect blank slate, ready to
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be shaped and molded and made completely his. Warning:
This title contains hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-SelenaKitt sex between alpha authority figures and their
subordinates! Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex
Stories, Erotic, Erotica, New Adult, Boss, Secretary,
Spanking, BDSM, Taboo, Forbidden
FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING & AWARDWINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT ------------------- Leslie’s
ambivalent homecoming leaves her with a difficult decision-her man or her new baby? Up until now, Leslie has repeated
a family pattern of making a series of bad life choices and she
understands now more than ever how hard it is. But when
Leslie chooses her man over everything else, she finds
herself bursting with more than just anticipation at her new
life, and she eases the painful pressure of losing her nursling
by offering her lover her bounty when her cups runneth over.
FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
SELENA KITT ~ OVER 2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD! Selena
Kitt’s *Power Play*—where those uber-hot alpha authority
figures take full advantage of their status to strike up all sorts
of sexy naughtiness with their subordinates! A trip to Vegas
for her best friend’s bachelorette party is the perfect break
from her high stress job, and it serves to be lucky for Jodie,
when handsome millionaire Dorian Cole asks her to roll dice
for him at the craps table. Always lucky with dice, Jodie wins
him two-hundred-thousand dollars. Grateful, Dorian offers to
tip her, but Jodie refuses, ready to go off with her friends to a
night on the town. And that’s when Jodie gets a real life
indecent proposal—an invitation to be the billionaire’s “date”
for the weekend. Looking into the man’s darkly seductive
eyes—how could she possibly say no? Warning: This title
contains hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-Selena-Kitt sex
between alpha authority figures and their subordinates!
Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex Stories,
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Erotic, Erotica, New Adult, Priest, Taboo, Forbidden
Kirstin has never been out of her den before, but now one of
her pack is seriously injured-he may even be dying.
Desperate to help, she races straight to Middle March, the
borderland between Scotland and England, and falls right into
a dangerous trap. As the new laird of his clan, Donal
MacFalon has made it clear that he, unlike his brother before
him, will honor the wolf pact, an agreement their father made
with England's King Henry VII to protect Scotland's wolf
shifters, the wulvers, who most believe to be only the stuff of
legend. Wulvers, though, are very real. Kirstin knows. She's
one of them. When Donal MacFalon turns those steel bluegrey eyes her way, she realizes she's facing something far
more dangerous in this man than any trap. This man, already
promised to another, has a power over her no man or wulver
has ever had before. When he opens his castle and his heart
to her, she finds herself willing to risk not only her own heart,
but everything she's ever known, just to be with him. Kirstin
will find herself caught--between the man she loves and his
intended bride, between her pack and a human world
frightened of her kind, between nations whose hatred runs
deep. Kirstin will be forced to make choices no woman, or
wulver, should ever have to make. All for one man, whose
love goes beyond borders, nations, or legends, whose heart
beats only for her.
Her brother’s best friend, Finn, has called her Pita—short for
pain in the ass—for so long, Molly’s almost forgotten her own
name. And, she has to admit, she’s mostly lived up to it,
because Finn cast himself in the role of a typical, know-it-all,
overprotective older friend who thinks he always knows
what’s best for her. But when she finds his journal and reads
the secrets he’s been keeping, she suddenly has a decision
to make. They have one week alone at a cabin together this
summer—can she make Finn realize that, this time, his best
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friend’s little sister knows what’s best? For once, she knows
what she wants—and now she knows he wants it too. Does
she have the courage to push him to his limits? Keywords:
Taboo romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male, Unprotected
Sex, Bareback Romance, Power Play, Steamy Romance,
Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation, Breeding,
Barely Legal
When Yasmina reveals she’s been having an affair with her
piano teacher, Celine, and now wants to move in with her,
many of the people in her life don’t approve. However, her
father's best friend approves. Yasmina’s lover is just as fluid
as she is, and they’ve talk about sharing, they just haven’t
found the right guy. But it turns out he’s been right under
their nose all along. And Yasmina isn’t the only one who’s
been keeping secrets. When Yasmina invites her father's best
friend to play a duet with her, that duet turns into a
threesome, and they all get a surprise lesson in love.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and AWARD
WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER 2
MILLION BOOKS SOLD! Chubby Tina thinks she
couldn’t hate herself any more than she already
does, when she overhears her skinny mother telling
a friend, “We’re going to be stuck with Tina forever.
No guy is ever going to want her.” Even though it’s
her freshman year in college, she vows to quit
school and run away. That is, until her father’s best
friend catches her going out the door in the middle of
the night with a suitcase. Tina finally, tearfully,
confesses, and is surprised by his insight and
perspective—and how willing he is to show her just
how beautiful and loveable he thinks she really is.
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From NEW YORK TIMES Bestselling & AwardWinning Author Selena Kitt - OVER 2 MILLION
BOOKS SOLD! Selena Kitt’s *Girls Only*—where the
girls get naughty together, but it feels oh, so good!
Paige isn’t looking forward to chaperoning her
younger sister’s Girl Scout Troop for a camping trip
outing—burning S’mores, telling the same old ghost
stories and listening to little girls giggle all night
long—until she meets the new Girl Scout Troop
leader, Brandi. The petite blond is just her type, so
when a tent mishap leaves Paige without one,
forcing the two women to share, the trip goes from
tame to thrilling faster than either of them could have
imagined. Warning: This title contains hot pantymelting girl-on-girl action! EXCERPT: What can you
do with a dozen fourteen-year-old Girl Scouts, three
dozen Hershey’s chocolate bars, two boxes of
graham crackers and four bags of marshmallows
when you’re thirty miles from any known civilization?
Paige could think of a few things, not the least of
which involved going to prison for homicide—those
pointy marshmallow sticks would make a great
weapon, she mused—but she gritted her teeth and
agreed to take them all down to the lake to swim so
Brandi could finish setting up camp. “Are you sure
you know how to pitch a tent?” Paige asked
doubtfully, watching the other “adult volunteer” in
their little band of merrymakers pulling tent poles out
of a bag. Even though Brandi had taken charge once
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the bus had arrived at the camp site, barking orders
clearly enough to get the girls moving, setting up
their tents and unpacking their gear, Paige still
wasn’t quite sure Brandi knew what she was doing,
exactly. Maybe it was her own brunette’s natural
prejudice against the petite blond—or maybe it was
Brandi’s bright idea that using some of the kerosene
would help the fire start a little faster. Paige had
thankfully made it to the girls before they tried that
brilliant idea, or all of them would have gone home to
their parents without eyebrows. “I’ll be fine!” Brandi
blew a stray length of blond hair out of her eyes,
sitting back on her heels in her hiking boots. She
was wearing her green Girl Scout sash with all her
badges, everything from her Brownie wings to her
Senior Scout badge and Paige had to resist the urge
to make a joke about Girl Scout cookies being made
from real Girl Scouts so hard she actually bit her
tongue. “Please, just take the girls down to the lake.
Let them swim and have fun. I’ll finish up here.” “If
you’re sure?” Paige glanced over at the giggling
group of girls, already in their suits, towels slung
over their shoulders, among them Paige’s little
sister, Jess—the sole reason she’d agreed to come
along on this exasperating outing in the first place.
“Go!” Brandi insisted, flashing her a very broad
smile as she struggled with the tent bag. “I’ll have it
all fixed up by the time you get back. That’s your
tent, isn’t it?” “Uh, yeah, but…” Paige looked over at
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her gear—less than half of what most of the other
girls had dragged along. She was a seasoned
camper, even if she’d never been a Girl Scout. “I’ll
set your tent up too, as payback, okay?” Brandi
stood, brushing her hands off on her khaki shorts
and shooing Paige toward the waiting gaggle of girls.
“Then we can get that fire going and roast hot dogs
and marshmallows!” “Okayyy, but no kerosene,
right?” Paige backed away, still doubtful, but there
was no arguing with that blinding, over-confident
smile and squeaky reassurance. Besides, what
trouble could she get into setting up tents, Paige
reasoned, directing her charges down the path
toward the beach. Keywords: Lesbian romance,
Steamy Romance, Virgin, Erotic Sex Stories, Barely
Legal, First Time, Erotica
A girl, a bear and an apocalypse - what could
possibly go wrong? IVY The world has moved on,
but Ivy just can’t. Besides, she has everything she
needs on her sustainable-living wooded homestead,
and no desire to brave this grim new world. Until the
day a massive bear chases her into an isolated
cabin and she discovers she’s not alone. With a
giant bear prowling outside and a gruff, bearded, halfnaked savage inside, Ivy finds herself cornered. The
man, who calls himself Caleb, says he’ll take her
home, but she doesn’t trust him, his offer, or herself
with this giant, bronzed, mountain of a man. He
might be able to protect her from the sinister
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enemies lurking outside—but who is going to protect
her from Caleb? CALEB Shifter by nature, drifter by
choice, Caleb is uniquely designed to survive in this
dark, new hell-on-earth, where the rule of law has
been replaced by brute strength. His scars may be
deep but his secrets are deeper, and until he meets
feisty, sinfully curvy Ivy one fateful afternoon, he’s
not sure there’s much left worth surviving for.
Finding himself unable to resist the tempting,
scrumptious morsel who lands on his doorstep, he
realizes she’s the one he’s been craving, and
she’s more than worth fighting for. Caleb is
determined to keep her safe from everything dark
and dangerous outside. But can he save Ivy from
herself? (This is a stand-alone, no cliffhanger, with
an HEA!) Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance,
Sex Stories, Erotic, Erotica, Adult, Shifter, Shifters,
Bears, PNR, Paranormal
Do you love fairy tales? Then don't miss these
happily ever afters! In this modern version of the
fairy tale classic, Gretel has never understood her
father's choice of a second wife, and she and her
brother Hans have high hopes of getting out from
under the suspicious, spiteful eye of their pennypinching stepmother once Hans graduates from
college with his degree in chemistry. But on Gretel's
eighteenth birthday, when their stepmother insists
they go on a cruise around the coast of Australia
with a rich candy-heiress grandmother neither of
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them has ever met, the siblings' plan, in fact their
whole world, is turned upside down. Hans is drawn
into the lavish, opulent lifestyle on the yacht, easily
seduced by their grandmother's riches and her plans
for his future. Wary Gretel, on the other hand, finds
herself seduced instead by Andrew, their
grandmother's bodyguard and assistant. And when
their grandmother reveals the real reason for taking
the two siblings on the voyage, it may be too late for
either of them to escape her greedy grasp.
WARNING: This title has yachts and candy - yum!
Oh, and sharks. And perhaps the solution to the
world's energy crisis... MODERN WICKED FAIRY
TALES A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Beauty A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Bluebeard A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Briar Rose A Modern Wicked
Fairy Tale: The Frog Prince A Modern Wicked Fairy
Tale: Goldilocks A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Gretel
A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Peter and the Wolf A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Pinocchio A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Rapunzel A Modern Wicked Fairy
Tale: Red A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Wendy
Zinnia works as a florist for her father's best friend,
watching him bring flowers home every week to the
woman he married, but his wife takes them—and
him—for granted. She never even opens the cards!
Zinnia secretly rescues them, finding love poems
inside, and falls in love with him even more. When
Zinnia is discovered, their love blooms and they
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finally give into their desires.
FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING &
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER
TWO MILLION BOOKS SOLD! Selena Kitt’s *Power
Play*—where those uber-hot alpha authority figures
take full advantage of their status to strike up all
sorts of sexy naughtiness with their subordinates!
Divorced Donnie hasn’t had it easy since his wife
abandoned him for a six-figure income with the
richest man in the county, taking their daughter with
her. He knows he’s a bit of a daydreamer—a writer, a
poet—who just can’t be bothered with real world
things like preparing meals or cleaning toilets. When
his twelve-year-old daughter complains that Dad’s
house is “grody” and tells him, “Mom keeps
threatening to call social services,” Donnie breaks
down and hires a housekeeper. Sexy little Elena is a
godsend, in more ways than one, descending on his
house with a feather duster and a skirt so short it
takes his breath away. And while Donnie struggles to
keep his lust—and his growing feelings—in check,
Elena finally makes it clear that he’s more than
welcome to service the new maid! Warning: This title
contains hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-SelenaKitt sex between alpha authority figures and their
subordinates! Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy
Romance, Sex Stories, Erotic, Erotica, New Adult,
BDSM, Spanking, Domination, Submission,
Suspense, Thriller, Taboo, Forbidden
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Sibyl Blackthorne isn't afraid of anything—except
maybe being sold into marriage to a man she doesn't
love. A man she's never even met. A man who, by
reputation, is one of Scotland's cruelest lairds in over
a century.But what choice does she have, with her
father dead and her uncle now married to his
brother's widow, putting him in charge of not only the
Blackthorne fortune, but Sibyl's future as well?Then
her betrothed turns out to actually be far worse than
his reputation, so headstrong Sibyl decides life as a
peasant, or even death, would be preferable to a
future with such a despicable man, and makes plans
to run away.On an organized hunt for wolves—or, as
the Scots call them, wulvers—Sybil escapes her
fiancé's clutches, only to find she's run into
something far more untamed and dangerous in the
middle of the woods.When a big, brawny, longhaired man, who only speaks to her in Gaelic and
calls himself Raife, simply picks her up and carries
her off with him into the Scottish wild, Sibyl knows
she's in trouble.When he takes her to a place no
human has ever been, she knows she's gone over
the edge.And when he, at last, marks her as his
own, she discovers that only one wild heart can
claim another.
Curvy Sara keeps late hours at the bakery with her
father’s best friend, much to her mother’s
annoyance. Her mother thinks the bakery is making
Sara chubby, but he appreciates the younger
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woman’s curves. He decides to give BBW Sara
what they both want so she can finally prove her
talents, in more ways than one. And Sara’s big,
juicy, sweet buns turn out to be some of the best
he’s ever tasted!
From NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and
AWARD WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER
2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD! In this modern version of
the fairy tale classic, Alice is madly in love with a
man who taps into her naturally submissive nature
and introduces her to the pleasurably painful delights
of the BDSM world. When her Wade Knight sends a
car to take her to a strange and wonderful new
place, Alice finds herself in a very sticky situation
where everything is upside down and nothing is as it
seems. ------ MODERN WICKED FAIRY TALES A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Beauty A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Bluebeard A Modern Wicked
Fairy Tale: Briar Rose A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale:
The Frog Prince A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale:
Goldilocks A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Gretel A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Peter and the Wolf A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Pinocchio A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Rapunzel A Modern Wicked Fairy
Tale: Red A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Wendy
Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex
Stories, Erotic, Erotica, New Adult, BDSM, Fairy
Tales, Fairy Tale Retelling
Audrey is a horrible cocktease. Well, that’s not really
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true. Actually, she’s very good at it. Sometimes too
good. And for some reason, she loves teasing her
stepbrother’s sexy, well-built best friend, Jared,
more than anyone else. Maybe it’s because he
makes her so damned hot it’s hard to find a clean
pair of panties anywhere at the end of a week.
Maybe it’s because he responds to her teasing with
a carefully restrained kind of lust that gives her a
heady sense of power. Maybe it’s because Jared is
the only one who’s ever made her feel out of
control, not in charge of her own feelings, let alone
her own body. And in spite of her constant insistence
that it will be, “this time, baby,” she can’t seem to
let him take her all the way. Until Jared gets tired of
waiting. And decides to take what they both really
want. Keywords: Taboo romance, Fertility Erotica,
Alpha Male, Unprotected Sex, Bareback romance,
Power Play, Steamy Romance, Virgin, Taboo
Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation, Breeding, Barely
Legal
Virginia hates him. Cameron is older, annoying,
listens to crap music, borrows her stuff without
asking, and teases the ever-loving life out of her.
She hates him when she finds out he’s taken her
iPod again. She hates him even more when she
finds out he’s been spying on her, and not only that,
he’s been “sharing” his sexy discovery. And
charging his friends admission! She hates him while
she’s plotting her revenge. She hates him all the
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way up to the point that she can't anymore. Because
now, she’s falling for him--the one guy she knows
she can’t have. Her brother's best friend. Keywords:
Taboo romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male,
Unprotected Sex, Bareback Romance, Power Play,
Steamy Romance, Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex
Stories, Impregnation, Breeding, Barely Legal
Innocent Clarice tries so hard to be a good girl, but
the world is filled with temptations of the flesh,
especially when they involve her brother’s best
friend: older, sexy, Miles. The summer their parents
partner up and go to Europe proves too much for the
pair, who almost give in to the ultimate sin and pay
the ultimate price. Clarice doesn’t trust herself
around Miles and decides to wash herself clean by
entering a convent and becoming a nun, assuming a
new life and a new name. But the memories of
“Sister Sarah’s” sin with her brother’s best friend
won’t be washed away so easily... When a crisis of
faith drives Clarice to the big city, she finally
confesses her lust-filled secret to her ambitious,
worldly lover, who she discovers is more than willing
to plow her fallow, fertile ground and give her
everything she’s been dreaming of for years.
Together, they know they can’t recapture the
innocence of Eden, but they just may find a heaven
right here on Earth… Keywords: Taboo romance,
Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male, Unprotected Sex,
Bareback Romance, Power Play, Steamy Romance,
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Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation,
Breeding, Barely Legal
From NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and
AWARD WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER
2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD! In the not-so-distant
future, working at N.A.S.A. has its perks. For Ruby,
who isn’t an astronaut nor does she have any
aspirations to be, the biggest perk is meeting
Sebastian. The minute their eyes meet, Ruby feels
herself attracted to the man—who is a man and yet so
much more—before they even exchange hellos. It’s
Sebastian’s alien, lavender-colored eyes that draw
her in, and their relationship burns so fast and hot,
they’re bonded before she even knows what’s
happening. When Ruby sees Sebastian with a very
tall, pretty blonde, she suddenly feels just how
deeply their bond goes. The pain is so unbearable,
she begins wishing she could be taken back to a
time and place when the idea of life on other planets
was just a dream—when the invention of hypersleep
and traveling at the speed of light were nothing but
ideas in the minds of fiction writers. Is she ready to
be the human mate of an alien being? Does she
have a choice anymore? Conflicted Ruby wallows in
her pain until an unlikely someone intervenes—and
Ruby comes to fully understand just how
unbreakable her bond with Sebastian really is.
Keywords: Science Fiction, Aliens, Alpha Male,
Steamy Romance, Sex Stories, Erotic, Erotica, New
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Adult, Sexy, Adult, Fated Mates
Lacey used to take care of her big stepbrother’s
friend, Jason, when he was in med school, so it was
no surprise when she ended up in nursing school
right alongside him. But now Lacey and Jason are
working together in the same hospital, and the sexy,
older friend of her stepbrother is getting all sorts of
attention from the other nurses. Lacey’s best friend
can’t stop going on and on about what a sexy beast
the man is, with his big arms, broad shoulders and
ice-blue eyes—and poor, sex-deprived Lacey can’t
stop thinking about it either. When Lacey goes to
him for her annual flu shot, he asks some probing
questions and finally gets to the bottom of Lacey’s
lacking love life. And Dr. Jason thinks he’s get the
perfect remedy for Lacey’s intimate problem.
Keywords: Forbidden romance, Fertility Erotica,
Alpha Male, Unprotected Sex, Bareback Romance,
Steamy Romance, Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex
Stories, Impregnation, Breeding, Barely Legal
From NEW YORK TIMESBESTSELLING and
AWARD WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER
2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD! Do you love fairy tales?
Then don't miss these happily ever afters! In this
modern version of the fairy tale classic, recently
orphaned Mae finds herself taking care of her ill
grandmother and trying to negotiate the big, wide
world of New York. Aside from Griff, a drifter she's
befriended on the long walk to her grandmother's,
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she is alone, a frightened country mouse in the big
city. Mae can't believe her good fortune when she
meets Lionel Tryst, a charming and charismatic real
estate agent, who arranges the miraculous sale of
her grandmother's expensive apartment in the
horrible buyer's market of the Great Depression so
they can both move out of the city. But is Mae's luck
too good to be true--or is there a big bad wolf lurking
in the shadows? MODERN WICKED FAIRY TALES
A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Beauty A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Bluebeard A Modern Wicked
Fairy Tale: Briar Rose A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale:
The Frog Prince A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale:
Goldilocks A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Gretel A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Peter and the Wolf A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Pinocchio A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Rapunzel A Modern Wicked Fairy
Tale: Red A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Wendy
Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex
Stories, Erotic, Erotica, New Adult, Historical, Great
Depression, Fairy Tales, Fairy Tale Retelling
Viola is a virgin and wants to stay that way until
marriage, so she practices what she can, satisfying
her needs girl-on-girl with her best friend, Emily. But
the need for something more overwhelms her,
especially when there’s such an attractive man
around. Her stepfather’s best friend has been
staying with them, and Viola finds him so attractive.
Even if she knows it’s wrong, Viola can’t help her
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racy fantasies. One night, he discovers what the girls
have been doing, and decides it’s time to teach
innocent Viola what she’s in for with a real man.
Spoiled Christa has never wanted for anything in her life. She
drives a brand new Mustang, is head cheerleader, and will
graduate valedictorian of her high school class this year. All
the boys want to date her and every girl wants to be her—but
Christa has been keeping a secret. Her parents divorced over
a year ago and her mother re-married over the summer.
Shortly after they married, her stepfather’s best friend moved
in with them so he could pursue his life-long dream. No one
knows that he watches her practice her cheers in the yard
from the bathroom window, and steals her panties out of the
laundry, and watches her get undressed at night—because
Christa leaves her door wide open. No one knows how much
Christa wants to get back at her parents—or how much she
desperately wants to seduce her new father’s best friend
right under her parents’ noses. And spoiled Christa always
gets what she wants. Keywords: forbidden romance alpha
male unprotected sex bareback steamy romance virgin first
time taboo erotica sex stories story barely legal college new
adult college coed series books ebooks story schoolgirl teen
young girl teenager teenage innocent innocence older man
younger woman, college coed series books ebooks story
schoolgirl teen young girl teenager teenage innocent
innocence like a father like a daughter best friends to lovers
Sheltered Cassie is off to college and experiencing freedom
for the first time ever. Her stepbro's best friend, Xavian, has
been enlisted to keep an eye on her. They're going to room
together, in a little apartment off-campus. Xavian's even
booted out his old roommate, Joel, so Cassie will have her
own room. When Xavian discovers Cassie starting to spread
her wings in a brief encounter with Joel, he goes off the rails
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in a jealous rage, forcing Joel out of the apartment to protect
innocent Cassie. Xavian tells her she's not ready yet, but
curious Cassie can't help it. Now she's like a dog with a
bone--she wants to know everything she's been missing. And
she wants Xavian to be her teacher.
There are some lines that shouldn’t be crossed, some
boundaries that shouldn’t be pushed—but sometimes you just
can’t fight what’s meant to be. Even if it’s his best friend
your heart has set itself on… These guys are easy to hate and
hard to love, as these insatiable girls know all too well, as
they find themselves loving, then hating, then loving them
again. And again. And again. Some of these guys are
tattooed, damaged, even downright dangerous—but they’re
all sexy, handsome hunks who are hotter than hellfire and,
ultimately, just simply irresistible. Get all five of these
forbidden fantasies in one collection, where everything is
complicated, and secrets are kept like a pent-up breath
aching to be released. These tempting tales will transport you
to a world where wicked, illicit desires are just too tantalizing
to resist. You just know they’re going to give in. And so will
you. Included in this collection: Vaughn, Warren, Xavian,
Yaron and Zayn
Naughty Nina is a straight-A college student by day and a
phone-sex operator by night. If her father’s best friend knew
what she was up to, she’d be in big trouble, especially
considering he’s also a cop. What neither of them know is
that he has been calling in to her phone sex line for some
time, sharing some hot fantasies. When Nina sets up her first
face-to-face session with a client, the jig is up, and
everyone’s secret desires are wickedly revealed. Keywords:
Taboo romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male, Unprotected
Sex, Bareback Romance, Power Play, Steamy Romance,
Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation, Breeding,
Barely Legal
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Leila isn’t interested in her parents’ expectations—like college
and a stable job. Her father’s best friend and his daily life
hustling pool much more appealing to her and she decides to
go after just what she wants. Wait until sexy little Leila finds
out it was his plan all along to sink his balls in her corner
pockets! Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex
Stories, Erotic, Erotica, Adult
Shauna’s in trouble. Her parents have kicked her out for
getting knocked up. She has nowhere to go, nowhere to turn,
and a small baby to take care of. That’s when the big, sexy,
older construction-working best friend of her stepbrother rides
in like a white knight to rescue her. Ryan has always looked
out for her, and when he invites her to move in with him,
Shauna thinks it’s just a convenient arrangement—he’ll
provide food and shelter, while she’ll do the cooking and
cleaning. But Shauna finds her needs are far greater than she
expected. And she needs Ryan, in ways she knows might be
wrong, but she just can’t help herself. He’s so ripped, so big
and strong wearing his tool belt all the time, and he makes
her feel safer than she’s ever felt in her whole life. Shauna
takes the perfect opportunity to ask Ryan for help, when her
nursling doesn’t cooperate, and she discovers that he has
another proposal to make—a different sort of arrangement.
One that will benefit them both beyond their wildest dreams!
From NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and AWARD
WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER 2 MILLION
BOOKS SOLD! In this modern version of the fairy tale classic,
Peter and the Wolf, Pete Hunter is a cop determined to
punish the men who killed his father. But the Russian mob is
a fierce adversary, and their roots in the community run deep.
Even Pete’s long-time partner, Konstantin, who left the
Demitrovic Bratva years ago to join the force, can’t seem to
shake their hold on him. When the mob orders a hit on
Konstantin, Pete not only has to protect his partner from the
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Russian mafia’s best hitman, The Wolf, he also finds himself
falling for the woman they used as bait—Konstantin’s
beautiful, young niece, Natalia. Pete and Natalia quickly
discover they have far more in common than they
realized—including the fact that they’re falling head over heels
for each other. But there isn’t much time because The Wolf is
at the door, and Pete Hunter may be the only one who can
save them all. ------ MODERN WICKED FAIRY TALES A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Beauty A Modern Wicked Fairy
Tale: Bluebeard A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Briar Rose A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: The Frog Prince A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Goldilocks A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale:
Gretel A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Peter and the Wolf A
Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Pinocchio A Modern Wicked Fairy
Tale: Rapunzel A Modern Wicked Fairy Tale: Red A Modern
Wicked Fairy Tale: Wendy Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy
Romance, Fairy Tales, Retellings, Sex Stories, Erotic,
Erotica, New Adult
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and AWARD WINNING
AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER 2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD!
Selena Kitt’s *Power Play*—where those uber-hot alpha
authority figures take full advantage of their status to strike up
all sorts of sexy naughtiness with their subordinates! Ivy’s car
has broken down in the middle of the night in the middle of
nowhere on the way back from a summer babysitting job, her
cell phone neglectfully uncharged, and she’s never been so
grateful to see flashing lights in her rearview mirror. The
familiar, rugged, gorgeous cop who comes to her rescue is
sympathetic, inviting Ivy into the front seat of his cruiser
where he intends to call for a tow-truck. But before he can get
that far, their incessant flirting leads to Ivy’s confession that
she has a secret fantasy about cops, and officer Paxton
declares himself off-duty—so he can play out Ivy’s fantasy
with her over the hood of the police cruiser. But there’s more
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danger lurking than just being stranded by the side of the
road, and Ivy finds herself in a quandary even her rescuer
may not be able to save her from. Warning: This title contains
hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-Selena-Kitt sex between
alpha authority figures and their subordinates! Keywords:
Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex Stories, Erotic, Erotica,
New Adult, Cop, Police, Officer, Suspense, Thriller, Taboo,
Forbidden
Lacey can’t believe her brother’s best friend, Daren, is
leaving in the fall to join the Navy. Who is she going to argue
with? Whose shoulder is she going to cry on when he’s
gone? Since her mother and stepfather married ten years
ago, she and Daren have been the best of frenemies, and
she doesn’t quite know what she’s going to do without him.
Lacey plans a goodbye picnic by the lake, but their last,
private summer swim turns into something forbidden neither
of them could have expected, but both of them secretly hoped
for… Keywords: Taboo romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male,
Unprotected Sex, Bareback Romance, Power Play, Steamy
Romance, Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation,
Breeding, Barely Legal
Only one wild heart can claim another... The entire bestselling
Wolf Pact Series in one giant collection from New York Times
bestselling author Selena Kitt. These Scottish wolf shifters will
carry you away, steal your heart, and leave you breathless
and aching for more! Three full-length novels in one book.
HIGHLAND WOLF PACT Sibyl Blackthorne isn't afraid of
anything-except maybe being sold into marriage to a man she
doesn't love. A man she's never even met. A man who, by
reputation, is one of Scotland's cruelest lairds in over a
century. But when a big, brawny, long-haired man, who only
speaks to her in Gaelic and calls himself Raife, simply picks
her up and carries her off with him into the Scottish wild, Sibyl
knows she's in trouble. COMPROMISING POSITIONS Kirstin
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has never been out of her den before, but now one of her
pack is seriously injured-he may even be dying. Desperate to
help, she falls right into a dangerous trap. When Donal
MacFalon turns those steel blue-grey eyes her way, she
realizes she's facing something far more dangerous in this
man than any trap. BLOOD REIGN Bridget was an orphan
girl raised by wulvers in a secluded wilderness temple to be
its priestess and guardian, but now the outside world has
found her. Griff is the Red Wulver, the prophesize liberator of
his pack, and finds Bridget in his way-an obstacle he's not
sure he wants to overcome.
Selena Kitt’s *Power Play*—where those uber-hot alpha
authority figures take full advantage of their status to strike up
all sorts of sexy naughtiness with their subordinates! Bailey’s
graduate science classes are much harder than she expected
them to be, and strict, young Professor Jacobs, in particular,
seems out to get her, finding minute mistakes in her work,
making her re-do assignments she’s already meticulously
completed. When he forces her to start staying late in the lab,
Bailey complains to her roommate that she’s about ready to
quit school altogether, but what she doesn’t know is that her
stern professor has a carnal lesson he’s waiting to teach her.
Bailey is about to discover that she and Professor Jacobs
share a great deal of “chemistry” together! Warning: This title
contains hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-Selena-Kitt sex
between alpha authority figures and their subordinates!
Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex Stories,
Erotic, Erotica, New Adult, Student Teacher, Taboo,
Forbidden
Naughty Sela knows that Yaron has always been the most
well-behaved of the two of them, so when she overhears that
he’s been caught him doing something that’s a “sin against
God,” Sela can’t help but be curious. Poor Yaron’s stuck
completing a long to-do list as punishment, including mowing
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the lawn and painting the shed. But determined Sela can’t
leave him alone. She simply has to know what he’s done!
When she finally pries it out of him, his answer both surprises
and delights her, much to Yaron’s shock. Now Sela’s got an
idea. A very naughty idea, one that’s sure to get them both
into trouble.
Sheltered Darla’s parent divorced, and now her mother
barely has time for her. The divorce also took away the one
man she’d come to rely on—her father’s best friend, Lee.
When he asks her to babysit for his baby girl, Darla takes the
opportunity to ask him to prove his love for her in a way so
illicit and wicked it shocks them both--but leaves them craving
more. Keywords: forbidden romance alpha male unprotected
sex bareback steamy romance virgin first time taboo erotica
sex stories story barely legal college new adult college coed
series books ebooks story schoolgirl teen young girl teenager
teenage innocent innocence older man younger woman,
college coed series books ebooks story schoolgirl teen young
girl teenager teenage innocent innocence like a father like a
daughter best friends to lovers
Charlie’s friend, Vaughn, is a player, in more ways than one.
He owns a record store (actual vinyl!), tours with his band,
Slacker, on occasion, and has more one-night-stands than
Bedrooms R Us. She knows he’s going to be quite a catch
for some girl one day—his piercing blue eyes could drop a
girl’s panties at a hundred yards. She’s seen it
happen—literally—when he’s on stage. Not that she could
blame any girl for wanting him. Because she wants him, too.
But he’s her brother’s best friend and she knows Vaughn
would never cross the divide between them—at least, not
without a push. Her job as a medical researcher, where her
company is looking for a cure to impotence, gives her just the
opening she needs—Charlie offers Vaughn $500 to watch
porn, while she observes. It’s for science, after all—and
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maybe, just maybe, she can break down his defenses
enough to push him over the edge past the friend zone,
where the two of them can finally get a taste of the illicit that
they’ve wanted all along.
Kelly keeps hearing from her college friends what a sexy
beast her older brother’s best friend, Hayden, is—but he’s too
busy being a college football star to have much time for girls.
Well, except for Kelly. They’ve always been close, given the
amount of time Hayden spends at her house, but now that
they’re going to the same school, they spend all their time
together. Kelly roots for him on the sidelines as a
cheerleader, but off the field, she secretly wishes he would
pay her some attention. Because while she knows her brother
would be angry if he found out, she can’t seem to resist, and
it’s getting harder to hide her feelings for Hayden. When the
opportunity comes up for Kelly to push things in a different
direction, she literally jumps at the chance. Will she be able to
convince her stepbrother’s best friend to cross that line?
Keywords: Forbidden romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male,
Unprotected Sex, Bareback Romance, Steamy Romance,
Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation, Breeding,
Barely Legal
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